OUR HIGH PERFORMANCE ITEM LABELS SPEAK VOLUMES ABOUT QUALITY AND DURABILITY.

For over 30 years, Computype® has set the standard for high quality bar code item labels. We understand how libraries work and offer a range of products for libraries big and small. Our High Performance Item Labels are designed for those who want the ultimate in long-lasting quality.

**DEMAND THE BEST.**

→ The label stock is a high grade film, not paper, so it resists moisture
→ Our 2 mil heat seal polyester overlaminate forms a permanent bond to the label stock and offers additional protection of the image to prevent fading over time
→ Archival for long-term use
→ Backed by a heavy duty 2 mil adhesive that adheres to all common library items
→ Need a color bar, color logo, color photo or other graphics? No problem

**WHY YOU’LL LIKE WORKING WITH COMPUTYPE.**

→ Choose from the broadest range of materials available
→ Select from a wide variety of attention-grabbing color and graphic options
→ We maintain sequence history and prevent duplicate numbers
→ Order small quantities without any penalties
→ Benefit from over 30 years of library expertise and responsive customer service

**WE’VE GOT YOUR CATALOG COVERED FROM A TO Z.**

Our High Performance Item Labels are just part of our complete offering of printing solutions for all your labeling needs – from high quality pre-printed labels to sophisticated printing systems.